
Game # 2, (2013)   Walsh [1814]  vs Chua [1649], Texas Junior Invitational, Dallas, TX, 2000
     (Scandinavian defense or center counter gambit)  Only the first 16 moves are given.
                                                     Chess Club Web Page - utahbirds.org/Chess/  

What you can learn from this game: How to use pins and forks
    Should do: 1. Use “check”, “threats” and other tricks to gain extra moves.

2. Attack pins while you can.
   Should NOT do: 1. Don’t waste moves (instead, get your “Big Guys” out to good positions).

2. Don’t wait too long to unpin your pieces.

Some ideas as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

  1. e4  d5 Attack the Center - (Black offers a Pawn to break up the center).
  2. exd5  Nf6 Attack the Center - (Black’s Knight gets off the back row and attacks an unprotected pawn).
  3. c4  e6 Attack the center - (White tries to protect the Pawn, but it ends up being a wasted move).
  4. dxe6  Bxe6 Gain a move - (Black recaptures the Pawn and gets his Bishop out at the same time).
  5. Nf3  Nc6 Knights first - (Knights can’t be block as easily as Bishops).
  6. d4  Bb4+ Threaten a fork - (White’s Pawn can fork the Knight and Bishop on the next move).

Extra move - (When you check the King you sometimes get an extra move).
  7. Nc3  Qe7 Block an attack - (White’s Knight blocks the attack but is now pinned).

Threaten “discovered check” - (When Black’s Bishop moves the Queen will be checking White’s King).
  8. Be3  Ne4 Block an attack - (White’s Bishop removes the threat of a discovered check ).

Attack the pin - (White’s pinned Knight is helpless – as most pinned pieces are).
  9. Rc1  O-O-O Protect - (White’s Knight that is attacked by two pieces is now protected by two pieces).

 Extra move - (Castling is like getting an extra move.  In this case Black’s Rook has pinned White’s Pawn).
10. d5  Bg4 Fork - (Whites “pawn fork” is weak, because the Pawn is pinned, but if Whites’ Queen moves...?).

Pin - (How many pieces does Black have pinned at the same time?)
11. Be2  Rhe8 Un-pin -  (White unpins the Bishop and prepares to unpin the Knight by castling).

Battery - (Black has a Queen-Rook battery on the King file – a very important file).
12. O-O  Bc5 Extra move - (Castling protects the King, un-pins the Knight  and gets his Rook out of the corner).

Attack a diagonal - (White’s Bishop is on a file and a diagonal that is attacked by Black)
13. Bxc5  Qxc5 Trade - (Maybe, to avoid a weak Pawn on a strong enemy file?)

Subtile Pin - (Can you see another “small” pin?)
14. Nxe4  Rxe4 Trade - (The trade relieves pressure, but also gives Black a chance to place two Rooks on an open file ).
15. Qc2  Rde8 Un-pin and attack an unprotected piece - (The Queen does both in one move).

Battery - (Black has a two-Rook battery on the King file attacking White’s  Bishop).
16. Bd3  Nb4 Battery - (White attacks the Rook with two pieces and the Rook is only protected by one ).

Fork - (Black’s Knight, forks the Queen and the Bishop–the original game continues to a draw.).
   After the game it was discovered that a better 16  move for black might have been the following:th

16.   ...  Bxf3 Expose the King - (Black tries to expose the King, but White does something else).
17.  dxc6  Qg5 Pin - (After white takes the Knight the Queen can pin White’s Pawn and threaten checkmate).
18. g3  R4e5 Retreat - (White prevents checkmate but weakens the defense). [What about “18... Rh4" for Black?]
19. cxb7+ Kb8 Hide behind a Pawn - (Black’s King is actually protected by White’s Pawn).  

Chess Notation for the game:

1. e4 d5 
2. exd5 Nf6 
3. c4 e6 
4. dxe6 Bxe6
5. Nf3 Nc6 

6. d4 Bb4+ 
7. Nc3 Qe7 
8. Be3 Ne4 
9. Rc1 O-O-O

10. d5 Bg4 
11. Be2 Rhe8 
12. O-O Bc5 
13. Bxc5 Qxc5 

14. Nxe4 Rxe4 
15. Qc2 Rde8 
16. Bd3 Nb4 
... 

(16... Bxf3 
17. dxc6 Qg5 
18. g3 R4e5 
19. cxb7+ Kb8) 


